
Intervals 
 
Intervals – Beginners Worksheet/Notes 
 
It is important to learn all your intervals in relation 
to the key centre you are working in.  In Intervals 
1, the key centre is G on the E string on the 3rd 
fret.  As you can see, the intervals spread all the 
way over the lower part of the neck from the 2nd to 
7th fret. 
 
Obviously, being the smart kid that you are, you 
would figure out that you would now take a hike to 
another location, like C on the E string on the 8th 
fret and do it all again there.  If you are really 
super-smart, which I hope you are, you would 
move up to E on the 7th fret of the A string and 
work above this up the strings to the G string and 
also work below the A string onto intervals 
beneath the key centre of E on the A string at the 
7th fret. 
 
This sounds like a total nightmare your teacher is 
trying to put you through, and you want to throw a 
bucket of pigswill over me for daring to ask you to 
do this.  But let it be known, it is vital that you 
know stuff going down as well as stuff going up. 













Intervals 
(semitones) Interval Names Interval Symbols 

1 minor 2nd m2   min2 

2 Major 2nd/diminished 3rd M2   maj2   d3   °3   dim3 

3 minor 3rd/augmented 2nd m3   min3   A2   +2   aug2 

4 Major 3rd/diminished 4th M3   maj3   d4   °4   dim4 

5 Perfect 4th/augmented 3rd P4   perf4   A3   +3   aug3 

6 augmented 4th/diminished 5th A4   aug4   +4   d5   °5   dim5 

7 Perfect 5th/diminished 6th P5   perf5   d6   °6   dim6 

8 minor 6th/augmented 5th m6   min6   A5   +5   aug5 

9 Major 6th/diminished 7th M6   maj6   d7   °7   dim7 

10 minor 7th/augmented 6th m7   min7   A6   +6   aug6 

11 Major 7th/diminished 8th M7   maj7   d8   dim8  dim8ve

12 Perfect 8th/Octave/augmented 7th P8   8ve   A7   +7   aug7 

13 minor 9th/flat 9th/augmented 8th m9  min9  b9  A8  +8  aug8ve 

14 Major 9th/diminished 10th M9   maj9  d10   °10   dim10 

15 minor 10th/sharp 9th/augmented 9th m10  min10  #9  A9  +9  aug9 

16 Major 10th/diminished 11th M10   maj10  d11  °11  dim11 

17 Perfect 11th/augmented 10th P11  perf11  A10  +10   aug10 

18 augmented 11th/sharp 11th/dim. 12th A11   +11   aug11   #11   d12  
°12   dim12 

19 Perfect 12th/diminished 13th P12  perf12  d13   °13  dim13 

20 minor 13th/flat 13th/augmented 12th m13   min13   b13   A12   +12   
aug12 

21 Major 13th/diminished 14th M13  maj13  d14  °14   dim14 
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